A strong steady dense-fluid shock wave is simulated with 4800-atom nonequilibrium molecular dynamics. The resulting density, stress, energy, and temperature profiles are compared with corresponding macroscopic profiles we derive from Navier-Stokes continuum mechanics. The differences found are relatively small.
I. INTRODUCTION
Microscopic fluid transport theory seeks to describe the flows of mass, momentum, and energy due to gradients in chemical potential, stress, and temperature. For small gradients, the flows arg "linear", proportional to the gradients. The task of the theory is to identify the coefficients (diffusion coefficient, shear and bulk viscosity, and thermal conductivity) and to describe the limits of the simple linear theory.
Macroscopic fluid transport theory begins by assuming, rather than deriving, a "constitutive model" relating flows to gradients. The macroscopic theory is devoted to solving the differential conservation equations for specific boundary conditions. The macroscopic theory should apply best where gradients are small, as in geophysical problems, and should be applied more cautiously when gradients are appreciable on the scale of atoms or microscopic grains.
In this work we consider the large-gradient microscale extreme, a very strong shock wave in a dense atomic fluid. Is it reasonable, or even possible, to treat a strong shock wave, with large gradients, using the small-gradient "NavierStokes" theory of macroscopic continuum Figure 3 illustrates the similarity between the numerically generated phase diagram for the Lennard-Jones potential and the actual one for argon. We have also indicated in that figure the density-temperature states traversed by the two Klimenko-Dremin' shock waves and the stronger one described in the next three sections. Better agreement with argon data can be obtained by using a more complicated pair potential, " but for simplicity we use the potential (3). An even simpler form of interaction, the inverse-12th-power "soft-sphere'* repulsive potential has been studied 
The calculation proceeds in two steps. " See Appendix C. The first of these equations is used to express u and du/dx in terms of p and dp/dx, giving two coupled equations for dp/dx and dT/dx. These are combined, giving a single differential equation for dp!dT, which can be solved numerically, " beginning at the hot (shocked) thermodynamic state. The result of this integration is the density-temperature relation shown in Fig. 3 , and in more detail in Fig. 5 . Once density and temperature are related, then the momentum and the energy equations in (4) can be used tofind these variables as functions of coordinate through the shock wave. To solve the equations it is essential, of course, that the equilibrium pressure, energy, and transport coefficients be known functions of density and temperature. Table I we list the Navier-Stokes properties at the shock "center" arbitrarily chosen as the point where the laboratory frame speed is -m~(so that u is u, -m~i n the comoving frame). In Sec. V we obtain corresponding profiles from solutions of the atomic equations of motion. The simplest way to simulate a shock wave with molecular dynamics is to shrink the periodic system size unaxially, as indicated in Fig. 7 Profiles of velocity, density, stress, energy, and temperature were accumulated by summing the corresponding particle properties for all particles into bins moving at velocity u, (laboratory frame). These profiles are shown in Fig. 8 . Both the longitudinal and transverse temperatures, as well as the corresponding kurtoses ((5V') -3(5Q)2), are included in Fig. 9 Fig. 9 , and neither
.is yet understood from a theoretical standpoint. There is no reason why a linear theory describing the decay of differences between longitudinal and transverse temperatures could not be developed. Qn the other hand, the kurtoses functions shown in Fig. 9 which describe the non-Maxwellian shape of the longitudinal and transverse velocity distribution certainly lie outside the usual realm of continuum mechanics, where local therrnodynamic equilibrium is assumed. The Mott-Smith bimodal velocity distribution" provides a simple recipe for the kurtosis of a shock wave, but that recipe does not agree with the results shown in Fig. 9 . Moreover, the mean temperature T = -, '(T", + T»+T") as a function of position in the molecular dynamics shock wave does not have a peak through the profile, as is predicted by the Mott-Smith model. Therefore, even though the Navier-Stokes assumption of an isotropic Maxwellian (equilibrium) velocity distribution is incomplete for a shock wave in a fluid, we conclude that this picture is more satisfactory than the Mott-Smith recipe (the bimodal velocity distribution).
The main conclusion that can be drawn from this work, taking into account the relatively good agreement already found for lower compressions, is that nonequilibrium molecular dynamics shockwave experiments can be described reasonably well by Navier-Stokes hydrodynamics.
The Navier-Stokes shock waves are evidently a little too narrow. Moreover, in the continuum description of the heat flux, no account is taken of the kinetic energy analog of the shear stress, namely, the "shear temperature, " or anisotropy of the velocity distribution through the shock front. Table II: q"o'(e/kT}'"(me) '" =0.31x'"exp[0. 13(e/kT) The Navier-Stokes constitutive relation is P""(x) =P(x) -r), (x) whereupon dp/dT can be integrated self-consistently. 
